A neural network model of memory and higher cognitive functions.
I first describe a neural network model of associative memory in a small region of the brain. The model depends, unconventionally, on disinhibition of inhibitory links between excitatory neurons rather than long-term potentiation (LTP) of excitatory projections. The model may be shown to have advantages over traditional neural network models both in terms of information storage capacity and biological plausibility. The learning and recall algorithms are independent of network architecture, and require no thresholds or finely graded synaptic strengths. Several copies of this local network are then connected by means of many, weak, reciprocal, excitatory projections that allow one region to control the recall of information in another to produce behaviors analogous to serial memory, classical and operant conditioning, secondary reinforcement, refabrication of memory, and fabrication of possible future events. The network distinguishes between perceived and recalled events, and can predicate its response on the absence as well as the presence of particular stimuli. Some of these behaviors are achieved in ways that seem to provide instances of self-awareness and imagination, suggesting that consciousness may emerge as an epiphenomenon in simple brains.